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We are CUBESPACE. 
We combine modular systems and first-class architectural design.
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We offer our proprietary modular system of mobile architecture that helps us find an optimum solution for a wide spectrum of investors‘ 
needs. The CUBESPACE modular system is an ideal choice for residential, office, educational as well as multi-purpose facilities. We will tackle 
every bit of your construction project from the first ideas to its execution. The CUBESPACE modular buildings are very flexible. You can upsize, 
relocate or divide them easily and quickly in future if such a need arises. Additionally, you can change the buildings’ purpose of use as your 
needs change. We will discuss you project with you step by step throughout its implementation. We stress top-quality craftsmanship, we have 
high aesthetic demands on our buildings and, last but not least, we arrange for compliance with strict energy parameters. We try to keep 
up with the state-of-the-art design trends, exploiting innovative technologies and materials. That is why, we approach each project strictly 
individually and, consistently, in very close co-operation with our investors. 
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Why is it good to opt for a modular building?
•	 You can construct throughout the year without any time delays due to wet works and groundworks
•	 We will assemble prefabricated modules (including interiors) at the plot
•	 You can move in within a very short time indeed (in a week if the project is uncomplicated)
•	 You will save a lot of costs of the structure’s construction, operation and maintenance
•	 The structures are variable, you can relocate them or alter their layout – do not limit yourself to a single place and single purpose of use
•	 Modular structures are original, we will furnish them with modern design and state-of-the-art technology
•	 We guarantee the structures are environmentally friendly (frame made of innovative materials, all existing eco-friendly materials can be used)
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What is the CUBESPACE modular system?
The basic version comprises simple structural modules of various sizes that, when combined, create flat-roof buildings. Whenever a client 
wishes, skewed and curved walls can also be used and the structure can be covered with a pitched – for example saddle – roof. A definite 
advantage of the system is the option to expand structures by adding further structural modules if space is lacking in a building. Where, 
on the contrary, there is too much space, modules can be taken away, relocated or the entire structure can be transported to another site 
or divided into more units. The system is prefabricated; structures can, therefore, reach up to three storeys. These alterations are carried 
out without distorting the comfort of using the home. The system respects the strictest requirements of modern architecture. Low-
energy or passive alternatives exist for individual projects; we also exploit technologies utilised in zero-energy buildings. In these cases, 
the modular system allows for installation of an off-grid power system solution (i.e. without the need to build power utilities networks). 
Modular systems are manufactured in the Czech Republic.

Residential buildings: We select module sizes with the client to work on the site and its possibilities and to comply with 
requirements of urban planning regulations; afterwards, we define the roof shape, choose materials for cladding of outer walls 
and set the dimensions of window openings. The floor area can be upsized by external terraces and porches. A family or holiday 
home is fine-tuned to match the demands in respect of usage, seasonality and its setting in the countryside.
Civic amenities: We offer development of pre-school, school or boarding facilities, medical centres, projects that can be used 
equally well as office and administrative buildings.
Commercial buildings: Ideal for office, servicing and sports back office facilities, guard booths of existing buildings, filling 
stations, hotels and other accommodation facilities.
Sports facilities: The CUBESPACE modular system is an ideal solution if you want to build pleasant back facilities for athletes. 
We are able to design and deliver cloak rooms (including toilets and bathrooms), club rooms, social rooms and offices for 
concierges or playground managers. Delivery of a complete hall, gym or a fully-fledged sports compounds is also a possibility.

Welding certificate 
ČSN EN ISO 3834-3:2006

Welding certificates
ČSN EN ISO 9606-1:2014
ČSN EN ISO 15614-1:2005

ČSN EN ISO 9001 : 2009 


